Paulett Angella Hemmings GOG

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
October 26, 2017
SUBJECT: DECRUSTMENTEE
Office of the Governor
New Mexico State Capitol
490 Old Santa Fe Trail, Room 400
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Dear Governor Susana Martinez Office, Greetings to you;

THIS IS A DECRUSTMENTEE

I AM PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, GLORYOUS CHREATOR OF THESE
EARTHS AND THE ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS.
I AM the Head of all State in all States and Countries in this Natural Natural Earth and the other
Earths and Chreations. I AM The Highest of Highest of the I AM. The PAULETT ANGELLA
HEMMINGS STATE OF AFFAIRS IS IN The Brandon State, located in the Mount Zion States
and also in the Brons State located in New York States for the time being. I AM ALSO
KNOWN AS THE EPAULETT.
The military and other forms of military have used my name with no permission or approval
from me. They put the epaulette on the shoulders of service men and women and cadets. This is
wrong, and my name and authority must never be used by others. The shoulder stripes are called
“shoulder tags”, and the other is called a “shoulder badge”.
EPAULETT means this is the English Earth for Paulett Angella Hemmings. The dominant
language spoken by everyone no matter what State or Country is a medley of the Jamaica
English Language and many different Jamaica English accents. Angella means I AM the Lead
Angel. Angels do not have wings, they are Anges and Bans who look just like all of us who live
in this Earth. Ange is the right name for the women who live in these Earths, and Ban is the
right name for the men who live in these Earths. Ange is formed from Angella, my middle name,
and they are a form of myself. Los Angeles is one aspect that reflects angels live in this Earth.
This City of Angels was cut out and put in the location now called California. Hemmings means
the Hemmingsphere Region where the Earth is located. This Earth is not located in the
Hemisphere. The Hemisphere is my name that the devel Republic and Federal governments cut
up to remove my identity and to deceive everyone.
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We are all in THE 2017 PAULETTIC PAJE AND ALSO IN THE 2017 JUDGEMENT TIME.
This is a new PAJE, and so the time that I do things are different from old times. My ways to
prepare and carry through the various procedures are not the ways you are used to. My ways
cannot be your ways. Everything I do, is done in the best ways that I can, as the federal and
republic devel governments thieves have removed my information and my belongings from me.
Voice Changers
The devels put voice changers on your backs that is not visible in this Natural Natural Earth. For
other Earths, they can ask the physicians to remove the voice changers and burn the connection
areas of your skin, so the devel do not reconnect this instrument. The voice changers are also
used to change the language from English to German, Mandarin and the other languages that are
not Chreated for this Earth.
Ban/Man
A ban or belt and best if it is leather, should be worn around the waist of man and women. It is
even more important for the cocky/penis ones to wear the ban around the waist, as it protects
their cocky/penis and it provides support for their stomach and prevents the devel from getting
into their belly or stomach.
What You Should Know About Me
I AM to get back all that were taken away and stolen from me when I was killed including my
properties and belongings they took after I was dead. I must ask for what is mine, and I AM to
get them back. If I do not get them back, greater than giganamous punishments for those who
hold on to them causing me lack or preventing me from doing the things that I must do, and they
are in the decrustments.
Everything about me should be a reflection of my natural environments where I come from, as
best as possible. I cannot look different from my true environment, as I must fit in and connect
naturally to those outside these Earths in the many chreations and the many esistences under my
authorities. The Jamaican English Language is used outside these Earths in the Chreations and
all esistences under my authorities. As you now know that the United Kingdom and the United
States are English speaking States or countries. I must have knowledge of the natural local
things in my home environment, and other local environments, so the history of what is unknown
to many can connect in my head, so that I can tell others for them to understand. I have attached
some of my learning and job achievements for you to get to know me more.
My Work as the Chreator
I must be paid for my work as the Chreator over All. The US Federal governments and others
illegally opened me since January 2013 in a brutal and deadly manner. They killed my inner
selves many times to prevent them from doing their work. The governments use my powers and
authorities taken from me to help them kill, destroy, terror my children in these Earths and
outside in the Chreation areas and also in other esistences under my authorities. Since January
2013, I have been experiencing extreme terror and deaths. They have made this situation worse
when they abducted, raped, terrored, destroyed, and killed me many times from January 1 to
January 4, 2017, beginning at the Miami Dade Airport, in the American Airlines connection
terminal. My work as the Chreator began in January 2013 and continue up to today.
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The Department of State, The Jamaican Consulate, The Records Offices, and the States must pay
my by weekly salary and retroactive to 2013. I must also get my Frank and Mint machines.
Education
All those who have removed my name from my schools, colleges, unicolleges are all in
decrustment.
Capella University is the CAP Paulett UniCollege for advance studies. The word Capella is a
combination of CAP and Angella. This is a PHd and higher advance unicollege. They use the
Cap in graduation because they are the thinking cap and the top unicolleges with advance
knowledge. The graduates are seeked out by others to gain knowledge and answers to many
problems others are faced with. Other schools see and liked the cap and has been wearing them
but that is not to be so. The Unicollege has studies in advance Commerce/Business,
communication, physique, finance, literature, rice growing, to name a few. Rice is to be grown
in paddocks and elevated off the ground not stuck in the hard ground like some plants. The plant
roots will go down when the plant is growing, and it is to be planted on dry ground and not in
swampy or wet areas. When rice is grown in swampy areas or wet areas the quality is reduced.
There was also the CAP New York Unicollege which is now New YORK University; CAP
Trelawny UniCollege which was killed and cut out; CAP Long Island UniCollege; CAP Mt.
Zion UniCollege, which was cut out; CAP Westchester UniCollege which was located near to
Albany in New York, and it is now called the State University of New York; CAP Ferrol
UniCollege, located in Jamaica which was cut out and killed; CAP Mt. Airy UniCollege which
was cut out and put in Staten Island; CAP Clauet UniCollege which is now called the University
of the West Indies – Jamaica; CAP Mt. Zion Heights UniCollege, which was cut out and now in
Connecticut and renamed Yale University; CAP Mt. Friendship UniCollege-Jamaica, was cut out
and put in France and now killed; CAP Jasper UniCollege; CAP Chreator Chreation UniCollege
now called Columbia University New York and many other similar ones.
Pace University is Paulett Angella UniCollege. The meaning is Paulett Angella English
Communication (PAEC) UniCollege. The college was primarily to teach how the English words
are formed and to teach the root of words and the letter formation. The development of teachers
was also part of the unicollege. The college also taught Commerce, Liberal Arts, Mathematics,
and other studies. The devels switched the last two letters around and call it PACE, and they say
it is owned by two brothers, sometimes three brothers and other times four brothers. In the
1840s the UniCollege included a medical school where they trained physicians and nurses in the
medical field. The New York Downtown Hospital is the practicing hospital for the Doctors and
nurses to use and part of the Unicollege until they changed it. PAEC can also sound like Paulett.
No student is to be charged for any education loans or for their education.
All Paulett A. Hemmings student loans with the Department of Education, Great Lakes, Sally
Mae are to be erased completely and immediately now.
All those in my Earths who have changed the Paulett Angella Hemmings Degree (PAHd) and the
Paulett Hemmings Degree (PHD) to Philosophy Degree are all in decrustments.
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All colleges are to give each student their weekly allowances while they are in school. All
college administrators who have not given each student their weekly allowances are in
decrustments.
All Schools and colleges are to transfer grades of students from one school to the other, and the
grades are identified and transferred without changing. The transfer grades are to be identified
on the transcripts and then be computed in the grade point average (GPA) at the transferred
school. This has been in effect from the opening of the Earth and has not changed. All schools
that have not done this, are in default. All grades are to be recalculated for all schools and the
right GPA given to each student.
All students are to be able to transfer grade and transfer from one school to another with no
problem for any community, town, city, state, or country in all my earths and chreations. Any
private school can transfer to a public school with no problems. All public schools can transfer
students to private school with no problems, any obstruction of this is a default.
Linen or Insulin Skin Versus Plastic Surgery
Linen skin or Insulin skin is used to repair the skin and not Plastic surgery. Plastic surgery is for
plastic people. Linen or Insulin skin is for a natural real flesh person. When plastic surgery is
used on us, it will eventually drop off, as plastic and natural real flesh skin is not the same. If
you put plastic surgery on your nose, it will drop off; if you use the Linen skin or Linen bone it
will stay on.
If someone’s nose is broken the physicians should use the Linen skin to repair it, and use the
saline bone for temporary replacement to set it or use the Linen bone to repair the nose bridge.
To repair the brain, use the use the saline brain replacement for a few years or use the Linen
brain replacement which is from natural plant and fruits. Linen skin and Insulin skin is the same
thing.
Sarsaparilla
Boil the Sarsaparilla plant and the Ucalyptus plant and drink a mixture of both together or used
separately; it will extend your life and help you to live longer and fitter.
Milk Fish
Milk fish (silver) is fresh water fish, and it is the equivalent to the salt water mackerel fish. The
Milk fish is fleshier, meatier, and bigger than the salt water Mackerel fish. The Milk fish can be
salted and used the same way as salted Mackerel.
Sprat Fish
Sprat fish (silver) can be used instead of red herring fish as it is similar. Sprat fish can be
smoked and colored similar to red herring fish.
Hearticulture
Hearticulture is the study of Crop growing from seed to plants. Crop is not the food or fruits
from the plants. Horticulture means the Heart of the seed Internal development and the Culture
of the plant that grows from it. It is a study on how the seed grown, it is also the heart of the seed
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that the plant is grown from, and the internal tracking of the seed growth from stage to stage. I
means the internal development of plant cells. Culture means the crops or tree limbs can be cut
down and regrown in the same year. The crop is the part that can be regrown or transfer to
another plant like grafting of plants where two plants or fused together to generate a similar plant
like the original.
Events Background
When you view the Articles and other documents, it is good to look into the background after
reading to see the background workings of the devels. However, this can take up a lot of your
time and you may not get to finish reading the printed information that is the most important. It
may be a good process for you to first read all the documents completely before going back to
each one and to look at the background information. In this way you will already have a full
knowledge of the history and the working of the devels ant the many different events and your
knowledge would have been developed in many different areas. When you reread the
documents, you will be able to understand many things that you would not have known when
you looked at the background before you have read all. Based on your situation, you know
which method is best for you. You can get to the background by typing in the word background
or you can press background.

THIS IS THE END OF THIS DECRUSTMENTEE

Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
GLORYOUS CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
GLORYOUS CHREATOR OVER THE CHREATION OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE,
ESISTENCE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
GLORY OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
GLORY OVER MY GOODNESS
GLORY OVER MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
GLORY OVER MY LOVE
GLORY OVER GOLDEN APPLE
GLORY OVER CRUM CRUM
GLORY OVER KREME OF THE KREM
GLORYOUS CHREATOR OVER THE KUM KAN
GLORY OVER THE PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
GLORY OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
GLORY GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIAS SENATE
GLORY OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
GLORY OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
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